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Abstract
The landscape of empirical risk has been widely studied in a series of machine learning problems,
including low-rank matrix factorization, matrix sensing, matrix completion, and phase retrieval. In this
work, we focus on the situation where the corresponding population risk is a degenerate non-convex loss
function, namely, the Hessian of the population risk can have zero eigenvalues. Instead of analyzing
the non-convex empirical risk directly, we first study the landscape of the corresponding population
risk, which is usually easier to characterize, and then build a connection between the landscape of the
empirical risk and its population risk. In particular, we establish a correspondence between the critical
points of the empirical risk and its population risk without the strongly Morse assumption, which is
required in existing literature but not satisfied in degenerate scenarios. We also apply the theory to
matrix sensing and phase retrieval to demonstrate how to infer the landscape of empirical risk from that
of the corresponding population risk.
1 Introduction
Understanding the connection between empirical risk and population risk can yield valuable insight into an
optimization problem [1, 2]. Mathematically, the empirical risk f(x) with respect to a parameter vector x
is defined as
f(x) , 1
M
M∑
m=1
L(x,ym).
Here, L(·) is a loss function and we are interested in losses that are non-convex in x in this work. y =
[y1, · · · ,yM ]> is a vector containing the random training samples, and M is the total number of samples
contained in the training set. The population risk, denoted as g(x), is the expectation of the empirical risk
with respect to the random measure used to generate the samples y, i.e., g(x) = Ef(x).
Recently, the landscapes of empirical and population risk have been extensively studied in many fields
of science and engineering, including machine learning and signal processing. In particular, the local or
global geometry has been characterized in a wide variety of convex and non-convex problems, such as matrix
sensing [3, 4], matrix completion [5, 6], low-rank matrix factorization [7, 8], phase retrieval [9, 10], blind
deconvolution [11, 12], tensor decomposition [13, 14], and so on. In this work, we focus on analyzing global
geometry, which requires understanding not only regions near critical points but also the landscape away
from these points.
It follows from empirical process theory that the empirical risk can uniformly converge to the correspond-
ing population risk as M → ∞ [15]. A recent work [1] exploits the uniform convergence of the empirical
risk to the corresponding population risk and establishes a correspondence of their critical points when pro-
vided with enough samples. The authors build their theoretical guarantees based on an assumption that the
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population risk is strongly Morse, namely, the Hessian of the population risk cannot have zero eigenvalues
at or near the critical points1. However, many problems of practical interest do have Hessians with zero
eigenvalues at some critical points. We refer to such problems as degenerate. To illustrate this, we present
the very simple rank-1 matrix sensing and phase retrieval examples below.
Example 1.1. (Rank-1 matrix sensing). Given measurements ym = 〈Am,x?x?>〉, 1 ≤ m ≤ M , where
x? ∈ RN and Am ∈ RN×N denote the true signal and the m-th Gaussian sensing matrix with entries
following N (0, 1), respectively. The following empirical risk is commonly used in practice
f(x) =
1
4M
M∑
m=1
(〈Am,xx>〉 − ym)2 .
The corresponding population risk is then
g(x) = Ef(x) =
1
4
‖xx> − x?x?>‖2F .
Using elementary calculations, we obtain the gradient and Hessian of the above population risk as
∇g(x) = (xx> − x?x?>)x,
∇2g(x) = 2xx> − x?x?> + ‖x‖22IN .
We see that g(x) has three critical points x = 0, ±x?. Observe that the Hessian at x = 0 is ∇2g(0) =
−x?x?>, which does have zero eigenvalues and thus g(x) does not satisfy the strongly Morse condition
required in [1]. The conclusion extends to general low-rank matrix sensing.
Example 1.2. (Phase retrieval). Given measurements ym = |〈am,x?〉|2, 1 ≤ m ≤ M , where x? ∈ RN
and am ∈ RN denote the true signal and the m-th Gaussian random vector with entries following N (0, 1),
respectively. The following empirical risk is commonly used in practice
f(x) =
1
2M
M∑
m=1
(|〈am,x〉|2 − ym)2 . (1.1)
The corresponding population risk is then
g(x) = Ef(x) = ‖xx> − x?x?>‖2F +
1
2
(‖x‖22 − ‖x?‖22)2. (1.2)
Using elementary calculations, we obtain the gradient and Hessian of the above population risk as
∇g(x) = 6‖x‖22x− 2‖x?‖22x− 4(x?>x)x?,
∇2g(x) = 12xx> − 4x?x?> + 6‖x‖22IN − 2‖x?‖22IN .
We see that the population loss has critical points x = 0, ±x?, ± 1√
3
‖x?‖2w with w>x? = 0 and ‖w‖2 = 1.
Observe that the Hessian at x = ± 1√
3
‖x?‖2w is
∇2g(± 1√
3
‖x?‖2w) = 4‖x?‖22ww> − 4x?x?>,
which also has zero eigenvalues and thus g(x) does not satisfy the strongly Morse condition required in [1].
1A twice differentiable function f(x) is Morse if all of its critical points are non-degenerate, i.e., its Hessian has no zero
eigenvalues at all critical points. Mathematically, ∇f(x) = 0 implies λi(∇2f(x)) 6= 0 with λi(·) being the i-th eigenvalue of
the Hessian. A twice differentiable function f(x) is (, η)-strongly Morse if ‖∇f(x)‖2 ≤  implies mini |λi(∇2f(x))| ≥ η. One
can refer to [1] for more information.
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In this work, we aim to fill this gap and establish the correspondence between the critical points of
empirical risk and its population risk without the strongly Morse assumption. In particular, we work on the
situation where the population risk is a degenerate non-convex function, i.e., the Hessian of the population
risk can have zero eigenvalues. Given the correspondence between the critical points of the empirical risk
and its population risk, we are able to build a connection between the landscape of the empirical risk and its
population counterpart. To illustrate the effectiveness of this theory, we also apply it to applications such
as matrix sensing (with general rank) and phase retrieval to show how to characterize the landscape of the
empirical risk via its corresponding population risk.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our main results on the
correspondence between the critical points of the empirical risk and its population risk. In Section 3, we
apply our theory to the two applications, matrix sensing and phase retrieval. In Section 4, we conduct
experiments to further support our analysis. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 5.
Notation: For a twice differential function f(·), we use ∇f , ∇2f , grad f , and hess f to denote the
gradient and Hessian of f in the Euclidean space and with respect to a Riemannian manifoldM, respectively.
For a scalar function with a matrix variable, e.g., f(U), we represent its Hessian with a bilinear form defined
as ∇2f(U)[D,D] = ∑i,j,p,q ∂2f(U)∂D(i,j)∂D(p,q)D(i, j)D(p, q) for any matrix D having the same size as U. Denote
B(l) as a compact and connected subset of a Riemannian manifold M with l being a problem-specific
parameter.2
2 Main Results
In this section, we present our main results on the correspondence between the critical points of the empirical
risk and its population risk. Let M be a Riemannian manifold. For notational simplicity, we use x ∈ M
to denote the parameter vector when we introduce our theory3. We begin by introducing the assumptions
needed to build our theory. Denote f(x) and g(x) as the empirical risk and the corresponding population
risk defined for x ∈M, respectively. Let  and η be two positive constants.
Assumption 2.1. The population risk g(x) satisfies
|λmin(∇2g(x))| > η (2.1)
in the set D , {x ∈ B(l) : ‖∇g(x)‖2 < }. Here, λmin(·) denotes the minimal eigenvalue.
Note that the condition in (2.1) is equivalent to λmin(∇2g(x)) > η or λmin(∇2g(x)) < −η. Assumption
2.1 is weaker than the (, η)-strongly Morse condition because it allows the Hessian ∇2g(x) to have zero
eigenvalues in D, provided it also has at least one sufficiently negative eigenvalue.
Assumption 2.2. (Gradient proximity). The gradients of empirical risk and population risk satisfy
sup
x∈B(l)
‖∇f(x)−∇g(x)‖2 ≤ 
2
. (2.2)
Assumption 2.3. (Hessian proximity). The Hessians of empirical risk and population risk satisfy
sup
x∈B(l)
‖∇2f(x)−∇2g(x)‖2 ≤ η
2
. (2.3)
We are now in the position to state our main theorem.
2The subset B(l) can vary in different applications. For example, we define B(l) , {U ∈ RN×k∗ : ‖UU>‖F ≤ l} in matrix
sensing and B(l) , {x ∈ RN : ‖x‖2 ≤ l} in phase retrieval.
3For problems with matrix variables, such as matrix sensing introduced in Section 3, x is the vectorized representation of
the matrix.
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Theorem 2.1. Denote f and g as the non-convex empirical risk and the corresponding population risk, re-
spectively. Let D be a connected and compact subset of B(l) with a C2 boundary ∂D. Under Assumptions 2.1,
2.2, and 2.3 stated above, the following statements hold:
(a) If g has no local minima in D, then f has no local minima in D.
(b) If g has one local minimum in D, then f also has only one local minimum in D.
(c) If g has strict saddles in D, then if f has any saddle points in D, they must be strict saddle points.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in Appendix A.
Note that we have shown the correspondence between the critical points of the empirical risk and its
population risk without the strongly Morse assumption in the above theorem. In particular, we relax the
strongly Morse assumption to our Assumption 2.1, which implies that we are able to handle the scenario
where the Hessian of the population risk has zero eigenvalues at some critical points or even everywhere
in the set D. With this correspondence, we can then establish a connection between the landscape of the
empirical risk and the population risk, and thus for problems where the population risk has a favorable
geometry, we are able to carry this favorable geometry over to the corresponding empirical risk. To illustrate
this in detail, we highlight two applications, matrix sensing and phase retrieval, in the next section.
3 Applications
In this section, we illustrate how to completely characterize the landscape of an empirical risk from its
population risk using Theorem 2.1. In particular, we apply Theorem 2.1 to two applications, matrix sensing
and phase retrieval. In order to use Theorem 2.1, all we need is to verify that the empirical risk and
population risk in these two applications satisfy the three assumptions stated in Section 2.
3.1 Matrix Sensing
Let X ∈ RN×N be a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix with rank r. We measure X with a Gaussian
linear operator A : RN×N → RM . The m-th entry of the observation y = A(X) is given as ym = 〈X,Am〉,
where Am is a Gaussian random matrix with entries following N (0, 1M ). The adjoint operator A∗ : RM →
RN×N is defined as A∗(y) = ∑Mm=1 ymAm. It can be shown that E(A∗A) is the identity operator, i.e.
E(A∗A(X)) = X. To find a low-rank approximation of X when given the measurements y = A(X), one can
solve the following optimization problem:
min
X˜∈RN×N
1
4
‖A(X˜−X)‖22 s. t. rank(X˜) ≤ k, X˜  0. (3.1)
Here, we assume that r2 ≤ k ≤ r  N . By using the Burer-Monteiro type factorization [16, 17], i.e.,
letting X˜ = UU> with U ∈ RN×k, we can transform the above optimization problem into the following
unconstrained one:
min
U∈RN×k
f(U) , 1
4
‖A(UU> −X)‖22. (3.2)
Observe that this empirical risk f(U) is a non-convex function due to the quadratic term UU>. With some
elementary calculation, we obtain the gradient and Hessian of f(U), which are given as
∇f(U) = A∗A(UU> −X)U,
∇2f(U)[D,D] = 1
2
‖A(UD> + DU>)‖22 + 〈A∗A(UU> −X),DD>〉.
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Computing the expectation of f(U), we get the population risk
g(U) = Ef(U) =
1
4
‖UU> −X‖2F , (3.3)
whose gradient and Hessian are given as
∇g(U) = (UU> −X)U,
∇2g(U)[D,D] = 1
2
‖UD> + DU>‖22 + 〈UU> −X,DD>〉.
The landscape of the above population risk has been studied in the general RN×k space with k = r in [7].
The landscape of its variants, such as the asymmetric version with or without a balanced term, has also
been studied in [4, 18]. It is well known that there exists an ambiguity in the solution of (3.2) due to the
fact that UU> = UQQ>U> holds for any orthogonal matrix Q ∈ Rk×k . This implies that the Euclidean
Hessian ∇2g(U) always has zero eigenvalues for k > 1 at critical points, even at local minima, violating
Assumption 2.1. To overcome this difficulty, we propose to formulate an equivalent problem on a proper
quotient manifold (rather than the general RN×k space as in [7]) to remove this ambiguity and make sure
Assumption 2.1 is satisfied.
3.1.1 Background on the quotient manifold
To keep our work self-contained, we provide a brief introduction to quotient manifolds in this section before
we verify our three assumptions. One can refer to [19, 20] for more information. We make the assumption that
the matrix variable U is always full-rank. This is required in order to define a proper quotient manifold, since
otherwise the equivalence classes defined below will have different dimensions, violating Proposition 3.4.4
in [19]. Thus, we focus on the case that U belongs to the Stiefel manifold RN×k∗ , i.e., the set of all N × k
real matrices with full column rank. To remove the parameterization ambiguity caused by the factorization
X˜ = UU>, we define an equivalence class for any U ∈ RN×k∗ as
[U] , {V ∈ RN×k∗ : VV> = UU>} = {UQ : Q ∈ Rk×k,Q>Q = Ik}.
We will abuse notation and use U to denote also its equivalence class [U] in the following. Let M denote
the set of all equivalence classes of the above form, which admits a (unique) differential structure that
makes it a (Riemannian) quotient manifold, denoted as M = RN×k∗ /Ok. Here Ok is the orthogonal group
{Q ∈ Rk×k : QQ> = Q>Q = Ik}. Since the objective function g(U) in (3.3) (and f(U) in (3.2)) is
invariant under the equivalence relation, it induces a unique function on the quotient manifold RN×k∗ /Ok,
also denoted as g(U).
Note that the tangent space TURN×k∗ of the Stiefel manifold RN×k∗ at any point U ∈ RN×k∗ is still RN×k∗ .
We define the vertical space VUM as the tangent space to the equivalence classes (which are themselves
manifolds):
VUM , {UΩ : Ω ∈ Rk×k, Ω> = −Ω}.
We also define the horizontal space HUM as the orthogonal complement of the vertical space VUM in the
tangent space TURN×k∗ = RN×k∗ :
HUM , {D ∈ RN×k∗ : D>U = U>D}.
For any matrix Z ∈ RN×k∗ , its projection onto the horizontal space HUM is given as
PU(Z) = Z−UΩ,
where Ω is a skew-symmetric matrix that solves the following Sylvester equation
ΩU>U + U>UΩ = U>Z− Z>U.
Then, we can define the Riemannian gradient and Hessian of the empirical risk and population risk on the
quotient manifold M, which are given in the appendix.
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3.1.2 Verifying Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3
Assume that X = WΛW> with W ∈ RN×r and Λ = diag([λ1, · · · , λr]) ∈ Rr×r is an eigendecomposition of
X. Without loss of generality, we assume that the eigenvalues of X are in descending order. Let Λu ∈ Rk×k be
a diagonal matrix that contains any k non-zero eigenvalues of X and Wu ∈ RN×k contain the k eigenvectors
of X associated with the eigenvalues in Λu. Let Λk = diag([λ1, · · · , λk]) be the diagonal matrix that
contains the largest k eigenvalues of X and Wk ∈ RN×k contain the k eigenvectors of X associated with the
eigenvalues in Λk. Q ∈ Ok is any orthogonal matrix. The following lemma provides the global geometry of
the population risk in (3.3), which also determines the values of  and η in Assumption 2.1.
Lemma 3.1. Define U , {U = WuΛ
1
2
uQ>}, U? , {U? = WkΛ
1
2
kQ
>} ⊆ U , and U?s , U\U?. Denote
κ ,
√
λ1
λk
≥ 1 as the condition number of any U? ∈ U?. Define the following regions:
R1 ,
{
U ∈ RN×k∗ : min
P∈Ok
‖U−U?P‖F < 0.2κ−1
√
λk, ∀ U? ∈ U?
}
,
R′2 ,
{
U ∈ RN×k∗ : σk(U) <
1
2
√
λk, ‖UU>‖F < 8
7
‖U?U?>‖F , ‖ grad g(U)‖F < 1
80
λ
3
2
k
}
,
R′′2 ,
{
U ∈ RN×k∗ : σk(U) <
1
2
√
λk, ‖UU>‖F < 8
7
‖U?U?>‖F , ‖ grad g(U)‖F ≥ 1
80
λ
3
2
k
}
,
R′3 ,
{
U ∈ RN×k∗ : σk(U) ≥
1
2
√
λk, min
P∈Ok
‖U−U?P‖F ≥ 0.2κ−1
√
λk, ‖UU>‖F < 8
7
‖U?U?>‖F
}
,
R′′3 ,
{
U ∈ RN×k∗ : ‖UU>‖F ≥
8
7
‖U?U?>‖F
}
,
where σk(U) denotes the k-th singular value of a matrix U ∈ RN×k∗ , i.e., the smallest singular value of U.
These regions also induce regions in the quotient manifold M in an apparent way. We additionally assume
that λk+1 ≤ 112λk and k ≤ r  N . Then, the following properties hold:
(1) For any U ∈ U , U is a critical point of the population risk g(U) in (3.3).
(2) For any U? ∈ U?, U? is a global minimum of g(U) with λmin(hess g(U?)) ≥ 1.91λk. Moreover, for any
U ∈ R1, we have
λmin(hess g(U)) > 0.19λk.
(3) For any U?s ∈ U?s , U?s is a strict saddle point of g(U) with λmin(hess g(U?s)) ≤ −0.91λk. Moreover, for
any U ∈ R′2, we have
λmin(hess g(U)) < −0.06λk.
(4) For any U ∈ R′′2
⋃R′3⋃R′′3 , we have a large gradient. In particular,
‖ grad g(U)‖F ≥

1
80λ
3
2
k , if U ∈ R′′2 ,
1
60κ
−1λ
3
2
k , if U ∈ R′3,
5
84k
1
4λ
3
2
k , if U ∈ R′′3 .
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is inspired by the proofs of [7, Theorem 4], [3, Lemma 13] and [4, Theorem
5], and is given in Appendix C. Therefore, we can set  = min{1/80, 1/60κ−1}λ 32k and η = 0.06λk. Then,
the population risk given in (3.3) satisfies Assumption 2.1. It can be seen that each critical point of the
population risk g(U) in (3.3) is either a global minimum or a strict saddle, which inspires us to carry this
favorable geometry over to the corresponding empirical risk.
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To illustrate the partition of the Stiefel manifold RN×k∗ used in the above Lemma 3.1, we use the pur-
ple (¬), yellow (­), and green (®) regions in Figure 1 to denote the regions that satisfy minP∈Ok ‖U −
U?P‖F < 0.2κ−1
√
λk, σk(U) <
1
2
√
λk, and ‖UU>‖F < 87‖U?U?>‖F , respectively. It can be seen that R1
is exactly the purple region, which contains the areas near the global minima ([U?]). R2 = R′2
⋃R′′2 is the
intersection of the yellow and green regions. R′3 is the part of the green region that does not intersect with
the purple or yellow regions. Finally, R′′3 is the space outside of the green region. Therefore, the union of
R1, R2, and R3 = R′3
⋃R′′3 covers the entire Stiefel manifold RN×k∗ .
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<¨latexit sha1_base64="ovUlmdxxBVgVzrehS5ywkNWt+3s=">AAAbl3icxdlbb+PGFQBgJb2l26bZtE+tX4gYB Ypgu7A2D2mfGtuyJduSdbMu9spdDKkRxTWHZMgRbS+h/oq+tv+r/6ZD8mjOoYYbNE8VsIDON2eG1MzhkEvbke8l8ujoP598+pOf/uznv/jsly9+9evPf/PFyy9/O03CTezwiRP6YTy3WcJ9L+AT6Umfz6OYM2H7fGY/nObts5THiRcGN/ I54veCuYG38hwmFd0tll7gZs1v32zfvTw8en1UfCzzSxO+HDbgM3j35R8eF8vQ2QgeSMdnSfK2eRTJ+4zF0nN8vn2x2CQ8Ys4Dc/lb9TVggif3WXHKW+uPSpbWKozVv0BahdIeGRNJ8ixslSmYXCf7bTnWtb3dyNVf7jMviDaSB055oN XGt2Ro5b/fWnoxd6T/rL4wJ/bUuVrOmsXMkWqWXlQOY9viFRzqFZzOq8jLz1f9uBZXPzrmPdU4Vg2hny2SdRhL4QWbZJst8l62F2yz496YbbOvvvnrVo2+5Ctr4btW+ckWPgvcYq6KhhgbYmh4sQj4oxMKwYJltkgduX3bvM8W6njLpDz sYXO7rWYJ+VRmFeewqsmQSWyMU2Q7rBxwP58HSfjjuiRc4knscvZGFWFU5oQRj5kM47xGvi4zLZiTlPnRmllZ9cAFFscsk2wumbWflCPJcZk67n5OgSTJV5fOku0llUiy5Do/3l5WgSTpybOMU3rySEKwMROCDUmI1p6RoIxmJDUZCc1Y ct881QJJEld9/DDYTwMmifE6tMyTVprnQJJoFxO9n9SuzrRoFSe2n9WqnpnoFlO/n9XdWxDRF9w1ByuUZA3WNUsyoBMqBkldCp1RMfbcmp9XKMmalHO3lzXZn1Ex8GomdOCR+ZTH1u4KzI51R3mCeoJ6inqK2kJtoZ6hnqGeo56jtlHb qB3UDuoF6gXqJeol6hXqFWoXtYvaQ+2hXqNeo/ZR+6gD1AHqEHWIOkIdoY5Rx6g3qDeoE9QJ6hR1ijpDnaHOUeeot6i3qHeod1g86tLJ7xoZ04k2iK3FAXG0LEGWWjgI17ICWWlxQVwta5C1Fg/E0/Ie5L2WB5AHsi0D+XjhgAgtAUigJ QQJtUQgkZbvQb7XEoPEWhKQRMsziNSyAdngSYOkWh5BHrU8gTwZIz9r+QDyAVc1NZc1Ndc1NRc2NVc2NZc2Ndc2NRc3NVc3NZc3Ndc3/Z8WODVXODWXODXXODUXOTVXOTWXOTXXOTUXOq1ZaXOpU3OtU3OxU3O105rlFvkdQD3Vke1fn ADh3i9OgXDjFy0g3PXFGRBu+eIcCPd70QbCzV50gHCnFxdAuM2LSyDc48UVEG7woguEu7voAeHWLq6BcF8XfSDc1MUACHd0MQTC7VyMgHAvF2Mg3MjFDRDu4mIChFu4mALh/i1mQLh5izkQ7tziFgi3bXEHRPZs9bScL7h6giYLrvAE8I TiKeApxRZgi+IZ4BnFc8Bzim3ANsUOYIfiBeAFxUvAS4pXgFcUu4Bdij3AHsVrwGuKfcA+xQHggOIQcEhxBDiiOAYcU7wBvKE4AZxQnAJOKc4AZxTngHOKt4C3FO8ASYmo0CwRFZkloiKzRFRkloiKzBJRkVkiKjJLREVmiajILBEVmSW iIrNEVGSWiIrMElGRWSIqMktERWaJqMgsERWZJaIis0RUZJaIiswSUZFZIioyS0RFZomoyCwRFdWUiG0Xd438FYBNisS2T5BPCJ8inxJuIbcInyGfET5HPifcRm4T7iB3CF8gXxC+RL4kfIV8RbiL3CXcQ+4Rvka+JtxH7hMeIA8ID5G HhEfII8Jj5DHhG+QbwhPkCeEp8pTwDHlGeI48J3yLfEv4Drkoq8o7rz68sfla5XiBJ7wPfFt9j5Np3360J3uq77nzj/ZksSvyl2vVfkr/kfMPdmNPtd0YPpUl0tp/JZVs7PfckQtLhgtLJwaBfl8XhMFG2DzeNUWh/+yHrjEQuB4i8oK0 HOLviyVzXRxh16Ba8v/YPcnsz018b8Cf+e7Q8JaPPINdLD/a9oHHYbXtiDx6QmP5AEoawoBb2NDEI2GP/BkGewjskTdgj53j8bHtx7wXLRuWHnOhIX+ZmOWxHk7GulfRKGPSxBxe36QO8EB75TFOBHcqQ6qYdnTpmKM81q2jH2y93vg+H TePdeM4YgFtzGOsVTeonJGKsc1zKx3zWDc+4Ow4Xuz4fMkSqeeVy8qoKsY5YPGurVraU4az6IS7si4HyOMtrtqqOjppSWR1PRM88NoLVvK5fFm2ZjJbFDFeEoNwtbLwffPgHQyiWCVtP9dpgVWbFtCsx3We9OgtuTqUvqf+P09hty0Xl 9ZuZxbF5QNtZ7tpwzvy7g4bC3KHrb0h1d7+924BUKx198rjfEp2P+gYZ2S88/I2pzjm9G8A/W31DkvbjsNoW259yQp+WTHyu5eHzf0/TJlfpm9eN795/Wb45vC7E/ij1WeNg8ZXjT81mo1vG981Oo1BY9JwGkHjn41/Nf598PuDvx2cH3 TK1E8/gT6/a1Q+B8P/AqBA9VY=</latexit>
≠
<latexit sha1_base64="kDpf+tr573gcNjEl/RgPTMq30EY=">AAAbl3icxdlbb+PGFQBg5dIm2TbNJn1K/ELEC FAE24W1+5D2qbEtW7ItWTfrYq+cxZAaUVxzSIYc0fYSyq/Ia/O/8m8yJI94DjncoHmqgAV0vjkzpGYOh1zaDFwnkgcHv773/gcf/unPH338yZO//PXTv3329PMvppG/CS0+sXzXD+cmi7jreHwiHenyeRByJkyXz8y747R9FvMwcnzvSj 4G/FYw23NWjsWkopvF0vHspPndy+3rp/sHzw+yj6F/acKX/QZ8Bq8//+p+sfStjeCetFwWRa+aB4G8TVgoHcvl2yeLTcQDZt0xm79SXz0meHSbZKe8Nb5RsjRWfqj+edLIlPZImIiiR2GqTMHkOqq2pVjX9mojV/+6TRwv2EjuWfmBVh vXkL6R/n5j6YTcku6j+sKs0FHnalhrFjJLqll6UjqMaYpncKhncDrPAic9X/XjWlz96JD3VONYNfhusojWfiiF422ibbJIe5mOt00Oe2O2Tb5++e+tGn3JV8bCtY38kyxc5tnZXGUNITaE0PBk4fF7yxeCectkEVty+6p5myzU8ZZRftj 95nZbzhLyIc/KzmFVkyGjUBsny7ZYPmA1n3uR/8e6RFziSexyKqMKP8hz/ICHTPphWiPf5pkGzEnM3GDNjKR84AyzY+ZJJpfMqCalSHJspo5bzcmQJLnq0lmySlKOJEuu0+NVsjIkSQ+OoZ3Sg0MSvI2e4G1IQrB2tARlNCOqyYhoxpK7 +qlmSJK46uP6XjUNmCSGa9/QT1ppmgNJop1NdDWpXZ5p0cpOrJrVKp+Z6GZTX83qVhZE9AW39cEyJVmDdc2SDOiEikFUl0JnVIwdu+bnZUqyJvncVbIm1RkVA6dmQgcOmU95aOyuwOSw6CiPUI9Qj1GPUVuoLdQT1BPUU9RT1DZqG7WD 2kE9Qz1DPUc9R71AvUDtonZRe6g91EvUS9Q+ah91gDpAHaIOUUeoI9Qx6hj1CvUKdYI6QZ2iTlFnqDPUOeoc9Rr1GvUG9QaLR1066V0jYUWiCWIWYoFYhSxBloVwEF7ICmRViA1iF7IGWRfigDiFvAF5U8gdyB3ZloFcvHBARCEeiFeID +IXEoAEhfwI8mMhIUhYSAQSFfIIIgvZgGzwpEHiQu5B7gt5AHnQRn4s5C3IW1zVWF/WWF/XWF/YWF/ZWF/aWF/bWF/cWF/dWF/eWF/f+H9a4Fhf4Vhf4lhf41hf5Fhf5Vhf5lhf51hf6LhmpfWljvW1jvXFjvXVjmuWW6R3APVUR7Z/c QSEe784BsKNX7SAcNcXJ0C45YtTINzvRRsIN3vRAcKdXpwB4TYvzoFwjxcXQLjBiy4Q7u6iB4Rbu7gEwn1d9IFwUxcDINzRxRAIt3MxAsK9XIyBcCMXV0C4i4sJEG7hYgqE+7eYAeHmLeZAuHOLayDctsUNENmz1dNyuuDqCZosuMIjwC OKx4DHFFuALYongCcUTwFPKbYB2xQ7gB2KZ4BnFM8BzyleAF5Q7AJ2KfYAexQvAS8p9gH7FAeAA4pDwCHFEeCI4hhwTPEK8IriBHBCcQo4pTgDnFGcA84pXgNeU7wBJCWiQr1EVKSXiIr0ElGRXiIq0ktERXqJqEgvERXpJaIivURUpJe IivQSUZFeIirSS0RFeomoSC8RFekloiK9RFSkl4iK9BJRkV4iKtJLREV6iahILxEV6SWiIr1EVFRTIqaZ3TXSVwAmKRLTPEI+InyMfEy4hdwifIJ8QvgU+ZRwG7lNuIPcIXyGfEb4HPmc8AXyBeEucpdwD7lH+BL5knAfuU94gDwgPEQ eEh4hjwiPkceEr5CvCE+QJ4SnyFPCM+QZ4TnynPA18jXhG+SsrErvvPrwxuZbleN4jnDe8m35PU5S+PadPdlDfc+dv7MnC22Rvlwr91P6U8q/24091HZj+FQWSaP6SiramG+4JReG9BdGkeh5xfs6z/c2wuThrinw3UfXt7WBwIshAseL 8yF+WCyZbeMIuwbVkv7H7kEm/2ziewP+yHeHhrd85BnsbPnOtrc89MttB+TRExrzB1DS4HvcwIYmHgl7pM8w2ENgj7QBe+wcj49tf+S9aN6wdJgNDenLxCSNi+FkWPTKGmVImpjF65vUAe5orzTGieBWaUgV0442HXOUxkXr6HdbLzeuS 8dN46JxHDCPNqYx1qrtlc5Ixdjm2KWOaVw03uHsWE5ouXzJIlnMK5elUVWMc8DCXVu5tKcMZ9Hyd2WdD5DGW1y1VXl00hLJ8npGeOC1463kY/6ybM1ksshivCQG/mpl4PvmwWsYRLFK2n5apHlGbZpHs+7XadK9s+TqUMU99f95CrttO bu0djuzyC4faDvZTRvekXd32FCQO2ztDan29l+5BUCx1t0rD9Mp2f2gQ5yR8c7z25zikNO/AfS35TssbTv0g22+9UUr+GXZyK+f7jerf5jSv0xfPG++fP5i+GL/+yP4o9XHjb3G141/NJqN7xrfNzqNQWPSsBpe4+fGfxu/7H2595+907 1Onvr+e9Dn743SZ2/4G7tr9Vc=</latexit>
Æ
<latexit sha1_base64="8ZaXGbhmjqhglTEE8ySItJRGj98=">AAAbl3icxdlbb+O4FQBg7/a2nXbb2fapzYuwQ YFiMR3EswW2feomcWInseNbfEnG6YCSaVkTUdJKtJKM4P6Kvrb/q/+mlHTMc2RqFt2nGhjA5+MhJZNHlEaxI99L5NHRfz759Ec//slPf/bZz1/84pef/+rXL7/4zTQJN7HDJ07oh/HcZgn3vYBPpCd9Po9izoTt85n9cJq3z1IeJ14Y3M jniN8L5gbeynOYVHS3WHqBmzW/+fP23cvDo9dHxccyvzThy2EDPoN3X/z+cbEMnY3ggXR8liRvm0eRvM9YLD3H59sXi03CI+Y8MJe/VV8DJnhynxWnvLX+oGRprcJY/QukVSjtkTGRJM/CVpmCyXWy35ZjXdvbjVz95T7zgmgjeeCUB1 ptfEuGVv77raUXc0f6z+oLc2JPnavlrFnMHKlm6UXlMLYtXsGhXsHpvIq8/HzVj2tx9aNj3lONY9UQ+tkiWYexFF6wSbbZIu9le8E2O+6N2Tb78uu/btXoS76yFr5rlZ9s4bPALeaqaIixIYaGF4uAPzqhECxYZovUkdu3zftsoY63TMr DHja322qWkE9lVnEOq5oMmcTGOEW2w8oB9/N5kIQ/rEvCJZ7ELmdvVBFGZU4Y8ZjJMM5r5Ksy04I5SZkfrZmVVQ9cYHHMMsnmkln7STmSHJep4+7nFEiSfHXpLNleUokkS67z4+1lFUiSnjzLOKUnjyQEGzMh2JCEaO0ZCcpoRlKTkdCM JffNUy2QJHHVxw+D/TRgkhivQ8s8aaV5DiSJdjHR+0nt6kyLVnFi+1mt6pmJbjH1+1ndvQURfcFdc7BCSdZgXbMkAzqhYpDUpdAZFWPPrfl5hZKsSTl3e1mT/RkVA69mQgcemU95bO2uwOxYd5QnqCeop6inqC3UFuoZ6hnqOeo5ahu1 jdpB7aBeoF6gXqJeol6hXqF2UbuoPdQe6jXqNWoftY86QB2gDlGHqCPUEeoYdYx6g3qDOkGdoE5Rp6gz1BnqHHWOeot6i3qHeofFoy6d/K6RMZ1og9haHBBHyxJkqYWDcC0rkJUWF8TVsgZZa/FAPC3vQd5reQB5INsykI8XDojQEoAEW kKQUEsEEmn5DuQ7LTFIrCUBSbQ8g0gtG5ANnjRIquUR5FHLE8iTMfKzlg8gH3BVU3NZU3NdU3NhU3NlU3NpU3NtU3NxU3N1U3N5U3N90/9pgVNzhVNziVNzjVNzkVNzlVNzmVNznVNzodOalTaXOjXXOjUXOzVXO61ZbpHfAdRTHdn+x QkQ7v3iFAg3ftECwl1fnAHhli/OgXC/F20g3OxFBwh3enEBhNu8uATCPV5cAeEGL7pAuLuLHhBu7eIaCPd10QfCTV0MgHBHF0Mg3M7FCAj3cjEGwo1c3ADhLi4mQLiFiykQ7t9iBoSbt5gD4c4tboFw2xZ3QGTPVk/L+YKrJ2iy4ApPAE 8ongKeUmwBtiieAZ5RPAc8p9gGbFPsAHYoXgBeULwEvKR4BXhFsQvYpdgD7FG8Brym2AfsUxwADigOAYcUR4AjimPAMcUbwBuKE8AJxSnglOIMcEZxDjineAt4S/EOkJSICs0SUZFZIioyS0RFZomoyCwRFZkloiKzRFRkloiKzBJRkVk iKjJLREVmiajILBEVmSWiIrNEVGSWiIrMElGRWSIqMktERWaJqMgsERWZJaIis0RUZJaIiswSUVFNidh2cdfIXwHYpEhs+wT5hPAp8inhFnKL8BnyGeFz5HPCbeQ24Q5yh/AF8gXhS+RLwlfIV4S7yF3CPeQe4Wvka8J95D7hAfKA8BB 5SHiEPCI8Rh4TvkG+ITxBnhCeIk8Jz5BnhOfIc8K3yLeE75CLsqq88+rDG5uvVI4XeML7wLfV9ziZ9u1He7Kn+p47/2hPFrsif7lW7af0Hzl/bzf2VNuN4VNZIq39V1LJxn7PHbmwZLiwdGIQ6Pd1QRhshM3jXVMU+s9+6BoDgeshIi9I yyH+vlgy18URdg2qJf+P3ZPM/tTE9wb8me8ODW/5yDPYxfKjbR94HFbbjsijJzSWD6CkIQy4hQ1NPBL2yJ9hsIfAHnkD9tg5Hh/bfsh70bJh6TEXGvKXiVke6+FkrHsVjTImTczh9U3qAA+0Vx7jRHCnMqSKaUeXjjnKY906+t7W643v0 3HzWDeOIxbQxjzGWnWDyhmpGNs8t9Ixj3XjA86O48WOz5cskXpeuayMqmKcAxbv2qqlPWU4i064K+tygDze4qqtqqOTlkRW1zPBA6+9YCWfy5dlayazRRHjJTEIVysL3zcP3sEgilXS9nOdFli1aQHNelznSY/ekqtD6Xvq//MUdttyc WntdmZRXD7QdrabNrwj7+6wsSB32NobUu3tf+8WAMVad688zqdk94OOcUbGOy9vc4pjTv8G0N9W77C07TiMtuXWl6zglxUjv3t52Nz/w5T5ZfrmdfPr12+Gbw6/PYE/Wn3WOGh82fhjo9n4pvFto9MYNCYNpxE0/tn4V+PfB787+NvB+U GnTP30E+jz20blczD8L9aW9Vg=</latexit>
Figure 1: Partition of regions in Lemma 3.1.
We define a norm ball as B(l) , {U ∈ RN×k∗ : ‖UU>‖F ≤ l} with l = 87‖U?U?>‖F . The following
lemma verifies Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 under the restricted isometry property (RIP) condition.
Lemma 3.2. Assume r2 ≤ k ≤ r  N . Suppose that the linear operator A satisfies the following RIP
condition
(1− δr+k)‖Z‖2F ≤ ‖A(Z)‖22 ≤ (1 + δr+k)‖Z‖2F (3.4)
for any matrix Z ∈ RN×N with rank at most r + k. If the restricted isometry constant δr+k satisfies
δr+k ≤ min
 min{1/80, 1/60κ−1}λ
3
2
k
2
√
8
7k
1
4 ( 87‖U?U?>‖F + ‖X‖F )‖U?U?>‖
1
2
F
,
1
36
,
0.06λk
2( 167
√
k‖U?U?>‖F + 87‖U?U?>‖F + ‖X‖F )
.
Then, we have
sup
U∈B(l)
‖ grad f(U)− grad g(U)‖F ≤ 
2
,
sup
U∈B(l)
‖hess f(U)− hess g(U)‖2 ≤ η
2
.
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is given in Appendix D. As is shown in existing literature [21, 22, 23], the Gaussian
linear operator A : RN×N → RM introduced at the beginning of Section 3.1 satisfies the RIP condition (3.4)
with high probability if M ≥ C(r + k)N 1
δ2r+k
for some numerical constant C. Therefore, we can conclude
that the three statements in Theorem 2.1 hold for the empirical risk (3.2) and population risk (3.3) as long
as M is large enough. Some similar bounds for the sample complexity M under different settings can also
be found in papers [7, 4]. Note that the particular choice of l can guarantee that ‖ grad f(U)‖F is large
outside of B(l), which is also proved in Appendix D. Together with Theorem 2.1, we prove a globally benign
landscape for the empirical risk.
3.2 Phase Retrieval
We continue to elaborate on Example 1.2. The following lemma provides the global geometry of the popu-
lation risk in (1.2), which also determines the values of  and η in Assumption 2.1.
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Lemma 3.3. Define the following four regions:
R1 ,
{
x ∈ RN : ‖x‖2 < 1
2
‖x?‖2
}
,
R2 ,
{
x ∈ RN : min
γ∈{1,−1}
‖x− γx?‖2 < 1
10
‖x?‖2
}
,
R3 ,
{
x ∈ RN : min
γ∈{1,−1}
∥∥∥∥x− γ 1√3‖x?‖2w
∥∥∥∥
2
<
1
5
‖x?‖2, w>x? = 0, ‖w‖2 = 1
}
,
R4 ,
{
x ∈ RN : ‖x‖2 ≥ 1
2
‖x?‖2, min
γ∈{1,−1}
‖x− γx?‖2 ≥ 1
10
‖x?‖2,
min
γ∈{1,−1}
∥∥∥∥x− γ 1√3‖x?‖2w
∥∥∥∥
2
≥ 1
5
‖x?‖2, w>x? = 0, ‖w‖2 = 1
}
.
Then, the following properties hold:
(1) x = 0 is a strict saddle point with ∇2g(0) = −4x?x?> − 2‖x?‖22IN and λmin(∇2g(0)) = −6‖x?‖22.
Moreover, for any x ∈ R1, the neighborhood of strict saddle point 0, we have
λmin(∇2g(x)) < −3
2
‖x?‖22.
(2) x = ±x? are global minima with ∇2g(±x?) = 8x?x?> + 4‖x?‖22IN and λmin(∇2g(±x?)) = 4‖x?‖22.
Moreover, for any x ∈ R2, the neighborhood of global minima ±x?, we have
λmin(∇2g(x)) > 0.22‖x?‖22.
(3) x = ± 1√
3
‖x?‖2w, with w>x? = 0 and ‖w‖2 = 1, are strict saddle points with ∇2g(± 1√3‖x?‖2w) =
4‖x?‖22ww> − 4x?x?> and λmin(∇2g(± 1√3‖x?‖2w)) = −4‖x?‖22. Moreover, for any x ∈ R3, the neigh-
borhood of strict saddle points ± 1√
3
‖x?‖2w, we have
λmin(∇2g(x)) < −0.78‖x?‖22.
(4) For any x ∈ R4, the complement region of R1 and R2, we have
‖∇g(x)‖2 ≥ 0.3963‖x?‖32.
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is inspired by the proofs of [7, Theorem 3] and is given in Appendix E. Letting  =
0.3963‖x?‖32 and η = 0.22‖x?‖22, the population risk (1.2) then satisfies Assumption 2.1. As in Lemma 3.1,
we also note that each critical point of the population risk in (1.2) is either a global minimum or a strict
saddle. This inspires us to carry this favorable geometry over to the corresponding empirical risk.
Define a norm ball as B(l) , {x ∈ RN : ‖x‖2 ≤ l} with radius l = 1.1‖x?‖2. This particular choice
of l guarantees that ‖ grad f(x)‖2 is large outside of B(l), which is proved in Appendix F. Together with
Theorem 2.1, we prove a globally benign landscape for the empirical risk. We also define h(N,M) ,
O˜
(
N2
M +
√
N
M
)
with O˜ denoting an asymptotic notation that hides polylog factors. The following lemma
verifies Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 for this phase retrieval problem.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that am ∈ RN is a Gaussian random vector with entries following N (0, 1). If
h(N,M) ≤ 0.0118, we then have
sup
x∈B(l)
‖∇f(x)−∇g(x)‖2 ≤ 
2
, and sup
x∈B(l)
‖∇2f(x)−∇2g(x)‖2 ≤ η
2
hold with probability at least 1− e−CN log(M).
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Figure 2: Rank-1 matrix sensing: (a) Population risk. (b, c) A realization of empirical risk. In both this and
Figure 3, we use the red star and cross to denote the global minima and saddle points of the population risk,
and use blue square, circle, and diamond to denote the global minima, spurious local minima, and saddle
points of the empirical risk, respectively.
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Figure 3: Phase retrieval: (a) Population risk. (b, c) A realization of empirical risk.
The proof of Lemma 3.4 is given in Appendix F. The assumption h(N,M) ≤ 0.0118 implies that we need
a sample complexity that scales like N2, which is not optimal since x has only N degrees of freedom. This
is a technical artifact that can be traced back to Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3–which require two-sided closeness
between the gradients and Hessians–and the heavy-tail property of the fourth powers of Gaussian random
process [10]. To arrive at the conclusions of Theorem 2.1, however, these two assumptions are sufficient but
not necessary (while Assumption 2.1 is more critical), leaving room for tightening the sampling complexity
bound. We leave this to future work.
4 Numerical Simulations
In this section, we conduct numerical experiments on the two examples introduced in Section 1, i.e., the
rank-1 matrix sensing and phase retrieval problems. In both problems, we fix N = 2 and set x? = [1 − 1]>.
Then, we generate the population risk and empirical risk based on the formulation introduced in these two
examples. The contour plots of the population risk and a realization of empirical risk with M = 3 and
M = 10 are given in Figure 2 for rank-1 matrix sensing and Figure 3 for phase retrieval. We see that when
we have fewer samples (e.g., M = 3), there could exist some spurious local minima as is shown in plots (b).
However, as we increase the number of samples (e.g., M = 10), we see a direct correspondence between the
local minima of empirical risk and population risk in both examples with a much higher probability. We
also notice that extra saddle points can emerge as shown in Figure 2 (c), which shows that statement (c)
in Theorem 2.1 cannot be improved to a one-to-one correspondence between saddle points in degenerate
scenarios. We still observe this phenomenon even when M = 1000, which is not shown here. Note that for
the rank-1 case, Theorem 2.1 can be applied directly without restricting to full-rank representations.
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5 Conclusions
In this work, we study the problem of establishing a correspondence between the critical points of the
empirical risk and its population counterpart without the strongly Morse assumption required in some
existing literature. With this correspondence, we are able to analyze the landscape of an empirical risk
from the landscape of its population risk. Our theory builds on a weaker condition than the strongly Morse
assumption. This enables us to work on the very popular matrix sensing and phase retrieval problems, whose
Hessian does have zero eigenvalues at some critical points, i.e., they are degenerate and do not satisfy the
strongly Morse assumption. As mentioned, there is still room to improve the sample complexity of the phase
retrieval problem that we will pursue in future work.
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A Proof of Theorem 2.1
To prove Theorem 2.1, we need the following two lemmas, which are extensions of [1, Lemmas 5, 7].
Lemma A.1. Let M be a general Riemannian manifold and E ⊆ M be a connected and compact set with
a C2 boundary ∂E. Denote f, g : Ao → R as two C2 functions defined on an open set Ao with E ⊆ Ao. With
the following assumptions:
• For all x ∈ ∂E and t ∈ [0, 1],
tgrad f(x) + (1− t)grad g(x) 6= 0. (A.1)
• The Hessians of f and g are very close, i.e.,
‖hess f(x)− hess g(x)‖2 ≤ η
2
. (A.2)
• For all x ∈ E, the minimal eigenvalue of hess g(x) satisfies
|λmin(hess g(x))| > η. (A.3)
Then, we have the following statements hold:
(a) If g has K (K = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) local minima in E, then f also has K local minima in E.
(b) If g has a strict saddle in E, then f has saddle points in E and they must be strict saddle points.
The proof of Lemma A.1 is given in Appendix B.
The following lemma is a parallel result of [1, Lemma 7] for the case when
λmin(hess g(x)) > η, λmin(hess f(x)) >
η
2
,
and can be proved similarly.
Lemma A.2. Denote B(l) as a compact and connected subset in a general manifold M with N and l being
its parameters.4 Let g : B(l)→ R be a C2 function satisfying λmin(hess g(x)) > η in D with D , {x ∈ B(l) :
‖grad g(x)‖2 < }. Denote x1, x2, · · · , xK as the local minima of function g. Then, there exist disjoint
open sets {Di}i∈N such that
D = ∪∞i=1Di
with each Di containing at most one local minimum. Namely, xi ∈ Di for 1 ≤ i ≤ K, and Di with i ≥ K+ 1
contains no local minima.
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 2.1. Denote x1, · · · ,xK as the K local minima of g(x). Define
D , {x ∈ B(l) : ‖grad g(x)‖2 < }. By applying Lemma A.2, we can partition D as D = ∪∞i=1Di, where
each Di is a disjoint connected open component containing at most one local minimum. Explicitly, xi ∈ Di
for 1 ≤ i ≤ K, and Di with i ≥ K + 1 contains no local minima. We also have ‖grad g(x)‖2 =  for x ∈ ∂Di
by the continuity of grad g(x).
Hereafter, we assume the two Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 hold. It follows from (2.2) that
sup
x∈∂Di
‖grad f(x)− grad g(x)‖2 ≤ 
2
.
4The subset B(l) can vary in different applications. For example, we define B(l) , {U ∈ RN×k∗ : ‖UU>‖F ≤ l} in matrix
sensing and B(l) , {x ∈ RN : ‖x‖2 ≤ l} in phase retrieval.
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Then, for ∀ t ∈ [0, 1], we have
sup
x∈∂Di
t‖grad f(x)− grad g(x)‖2 ≤ 
2
,
which is equivalent to
− sup
x∈∂Di
t‖grad f(x)− grad g(x)‖2 ≥ 
2
, ∀ t ∈ [0, 1].
Recall that ‖grad g(x)‖2 =  for x ∈ ∂Di. Then, we have
inf
x∈∂Di
‖grad g(x)‖2 − sup
x∈∂Di
t‖grad f(x)− grad g(x)‖2 ≥ 
2
, ∀ t ∈ [0, 1],
which further gives us
inf
x∈∂Di
{‖grad g(x)‖2 − t‖grad f(x)− grad g(x)‖2} ≥ 
2
, ∀ t ∈ [0, 1].
Consequently, we obtain
inf
x∈∂Di
‖(1− t)grad g(x) + tgrad f(x)‖2 ≥ 
2
, ∀ t ∈ [0, 1].
Partition the subset D into two disjoint sets X and Y with X being the intersection of D and D and Y
being the complement of X with respect to D, i.e., X and Y cover the whole subset D. Consider any point
xy ∈ Y, i.e., a point in D, but not in D. We have ‖ grad g(xy)‖2 ≥ . It follows from Assumption 2.2 that
‖ grad f(xy)‖2 ≥ 2 with the triangle inequality. So this point xy cannot be a critical point of f(x). Thus,Y contains no critical points of f(x). Partition X into disjoint sets Xi = X ∩Di. Apply Lemma A.1 to each
set Xi (setting E = Xi), which implies statements (a,b,c) in Theorem 2.1. Having covered X and Y, we have
shown that Theorem 2.1 applies to all of D ⊆ B(l).
B Proof of Lemma A.1
Using the Nash embedding theorem [24], we first embed the Riemannian manifold M isometrically into a
Euclidean space RN¯ for sufficiently large N¯ . This allows us to viewM as a Riemannian submanifold of RN¯
and identify the tangent spaces of M as subspaces of RN¯ . We also identify the norm ‖ · ‖2 induced by the
Riemannian metric with the Euclidean norm in RN¯ . Recall that E is a connected set. Then, assumption (A.3)
implies that all the points, denoted as x, in E satisfy either λmin(hess g(x)) > η or λmin(hess g(x)) < −η.
There cannot exist two points x1,x2 ∈ E such that λmin(hess g(x1)) > η and λmin(hess g(x2)) < −η.
Otherwise, there must exist another point x3 ∈ E such that −η ≤ λmin(hess g(x3)) ≤ η, which contradicts
assumption (A.3).
Note that
|λmin(hess f(x))− λmin(hess g(x))| ≤ ‖hess f(x)− hess g(x)‖2 ≤ η
2
,
where the first inequality follows from [25, Theorem 5] and the last inequality follows from assumption (A.2).
Together with the assumption (A.3), we obtain{
λmin(hess f(x)) >
η
2 , if λmin(hess g(x)) > η,
λmin(hess f(x)) < −η2 , if λmin(hess g(x)) < −η.
(B.1)
1) When λmin(hess g(x)) > η for all x ∈ E , we have λmin(hess f(x)) > η2 for all x ∈ E . This implies that the
critical points of g(x) and f(x) in E are all local minima and are all isolated. Since E is a compact set, there
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can only exist a finite number of critical points of g(x) and f(x) in E , which are denoted as x1, x2, · · · , xK
and x̂1, x̂2, · · · , x̂K̂ , respectively.
For  > 0 small enough, define a set
E− , {x ∈ E : d(x, Ec) ≥ },
where d(x,S) , inf{‖x− y‖2 : y ∈ S} is the distance between x and a set S. Define w : Ao → [0, 1] as a C1
function with
w(x) =
{
0, x ∈ Ao\E ,
1, x ∈ E−.
Define two C1 vector fields as
ξ0(x) = grad g(x),
ξ1(x) = (1− w(x))grad g(x) + w(x)grad f(x).
Note that ξ0|∂E = ξ1|∂E since w(x) = 0 when x ∈ ∂E . With assumption (A.1), we have
inf
x∈∂E
inf
t∈[0,1]
‖(1− t)grad g(x) + tgrad f(x)‖2 > 0
by a continuity argument. Then, we can choose  > 0 small enough such that
ξ1(x) 6= 0, hess f(x) 6= 0
holds for all x ∈ E\E−. This implies that the critical points of ξ15 are all in E− and coincide with the
critical points of f since ξ1(x) = grad f(x) in E−. Therefore, x̂1, x̂2, · · · , x̂K̂ are also the critical points
of ξ1 in E−.
For a non-degenerate critical point x0 of a smooth vector field ξ : E → RN¯ , we define the index of x0 as
the sign of the Jacobian determinant [1, 26], namely
indx0(ξ) = sign det
(
Dξx0
)
, (B.2)
where Dξx0 : TMx0 → RN¯ is the differential of the vector field. Note that the map Dξx0 can be considered
as a linear transformation from TMx0 to itself and hence has a well-defined determinant [27]. When ξ is
the Riemannian gradient, the differential Dξx0 reduces to the Riemannian Hessian [19, Definition 5.5.1 and
equation (5.15)].
Since λmin(hess g(x)) > η and λmin(hess f(x)) >
η
2 , both hess g(x) and hess f(x) are non-degenerate
matrices whose determinants are positive. Recall that ξ1(x) = grad f(x) when x ∈ E−. Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ K̂,
we have
indx̂i(ξ1) = sign det (D(ξ1)x̂i) = sign det (hess f(x̂i)) = 1.
Define ξ̂(x) , ξ(x)/‖ξ(x)‖2 wherever ξ(x) 6= 0 as the Gauss map. Denote x1, x2, · · · , xK as the critical
points of function g in E . It follows from [1, Lemma 6], [28, Theorem 1.1.2], and [26, Theorem 14.4.4] that
the sum of indices of the critical points inside E is equal to the degree of the Gauss map restricted to the
5For a smooth vector field ξ : E → TM, defined on E ⊆ M, a critical point is defined as a point x0 ∈ E satisfying ξ(x0) = 0.
Here TM is the tangent bundle of M.
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boundary of E , hence, we have
K̂ =
K̂∑
i=1
indx̂i(ξ1) = deg
(
ξ̂1|∂E
)
¬
= deg
(
ξ̂0|∂E
)
=
K∑
i=1
indxi(ξ0)
­
=
K∑
i=1
sign det (D(ξ0)xi)
=
K˜∑
i=1
sign det (hess g(xi)) = K,
where deg
(
ξ̂|∂E
)
denotes the degree of the Gauss map restricted to the boundary of E . Here, ¬ follows
from ξ0|∂E = ξ1|∂E and ­ follows from (B.2). Then, we can conclude that the number of critical points of
f and g are both equal to K = K̂. Since the minimal eigenvalues of g and f are both positive, the critical
points are also local minima. Thus, we finish the proof for first part of Lemma A.1.
2) When λmin(hess g(x)) < −η, we have λmin(hess f(x)) < −η2 . This immediately implies the second part
of Lemma A.1.
C Proof of Lemma 3.1
We present the Riemannian gradient and Hessian of population risk on the quotient manifold M as follows
grad g(U) = PU(∇g(U)) = (UU> −X)U
hess g(U)[D,D] = 〈PU(∇2g(U)[D]),D〉 = ∇2g(U)[D,D]− 〈UΩ,D〉 = ∇2g(U)[D,D]
for any D ∈ HUM. Here, 〈UΩ,D〉 = 〈Ω,U>D〉 = 0 follows from the fact that Ω is a skew-symmetric
matrix and D>U = U>D.
C.1 Determining critical points
By setting grad g(U) = 0, we get XU = UU>U. Denote U = WuΛ
1
2
uQ> as an SVD of U with Wu ∈
RN×k, Λu ∈ Rk×k and Q ∈ Rk×k. It follows from XU = UU>U that
XWuΛ
1
2
uQ
> = WuΛ
3
2
uQ
>,
which further gives us
XWu = WuΛu.
For i = 1, . . . , k, denote wui and λui as the i-th column of Wu and i-th diagonal entry of Λu, respectively.
Then, we have
Xwui = λuiwui,
which implies that λui is one of the eigenvalues of X and wui is the corresponding eigenvector. Therefore,
any U ∈ U is a critical point of g(U) and we finish the proof of property (1).
C.2 Strongly convexity in region R1
Recall that U? = WkΛ
1
2
kQ
> with Λk = diag([λ1, · · · , λk]) containing the largest k eigenvalues of X. It
follows from the Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem [29] that any U? ∈ U? is a global minimum of g(U). Note
that we can rewrite X as
X = WkΛkW
>
k + W
⊥
k Λ
⊥
k W
⊥
k
>
= U?U?> + W⊥k Λ
⊥
k W
⊥
k
>
, (C.1)
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where W⊥k ∈ RN×(r−k) is a matrix that contains eigenvectors of X corresponding to eigenvalues in Λ⊥k =
diag([λk+1, · · · , λr]). For any D ∈ RN×k∗ that belongs to the horizontal space HU?M at any U? ∈ U?, we
have D>U? = U?>D, which implies that
〈Ω,U?>D〉 = 0,
since Ω is a skew-symmetric matrix. Then, for ∀ D ∈ HU?M, we have
hess g(U?)[D,D] = 〈∇2g(U?)[D],D〉 − 〈U?Ω,D〉
¬
= 〈∇2g(U?)[D],D〉
= 〈(U?D> + DU?>)U? + (U?U?> −X)D,D〉
= 〈WkΛkW>k ,DD>〉+ 〈QΛkQ>,D>D〉 − 〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
,DD>〉
­≥ λk‖D‖2F + λk‖D‖2F − λk+1‖D‖2F
®≥ 1.91λk‖D‖2F .
Here, ¬ follows from 〈U?Ω,D〉 = 〈Ω,U?>D〉 = 0, ­ follows from [4, Lemma 7], and ® follows from the
assumption λk+1 ≤ 112λk. Then, we have
λmin(hess g(U
?)) ≥ 1.91λk > 0, (C.2)
which also implies that any U? ∈ U? is a strict local minimum of g(U).
Next, we characterize the strong convexity in region R1. Note that for ∀ x1, x2 ∈ R, we have
x1 − x2 ≥ −|x1 − x2|, i.e., x1 ≥ x2 − |x1 − x2|, which implies that
hess g(U)[D,D] ≥ hess g(U?)[D,D]− | hess g(U)[D,D]− hess g(U?)[D,D]|, (C.3)
where D belongs to the horizontal space HUM at any U ∈ R1, i.e., U>D = D>U. For notational simplicity,
we denote U?P? with P? = arg minP∈Ok ‖U−U?P‖F as U?. In the rest of this section, we bound the two
terms in the right hand side of (C.3) in sequence.
Term 1: Note that hess g(U?)[D] is the projection of ∇2g(U?)[D] onto the horizontal space HUM,
namely, hess g(U?)[D] = ∇2g(U?)[D]−UΩ with Ω being a skew-symmetric matrix that solves the following
Sylvester equation
ΩU>U + U>UΩ = U>∇2g(U?)[D]−∇2g(U?)[D]>U. (C.4)
Then, we have
hess g(U?)[D,D] = 〈∇2g(U?)[D],D〉 − 〈UΩ,D〉
= 〈∇2g(U?)[D],D〉, (C.5)
where the second line follows from 〈UΩ,D〉 = 〈Ω,U>D〉, U>D = D>U and Ω + Ω> = 0. Defining
Eu , U−U?, together with U>D = D>U, we obtain
(U? + Eu)
>D = D>(U? + Eu),
which further gives us
D>U? = U?>D + E>uD−D>Eu. (C.6)
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By combining (C.5) and (C.6), we can bound the first term with
hess g(U?)[D,D] = 〈∇2g(U?)[D],D〉
=〈(U?D> + DU?>)U? + (U?U?> −X)D,D〉
=〈D>U?,U?>D〉+ 〈U?>U?,D>D〉 − 〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
,DD>〉
=〈U?>D + E>uD−D>Eu,U?>D〉+ 〈QΛkQ>,D>D〉 − 〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
,DD>〉
=〈U?U?>,DD>〉+〈E>uD,U?>D〉−〈D>Eu,U?>D〉+ 〈QΛkQ>,D>D〉−〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k>,DD>〉
>λk‖D‖2F − 0.2λk‖D‖2F − 0.2λk‖D‖2F + λk‖D‖2F −
1
12
λk‖D‖2F
>1.51λk‖D‖2F ,
where the first inequality follows from [4, Lemma 7], the Matrix Ho¨lder Inequality [30], the assumption
λk+1 ≤ 112λk, and the following two inequalities
〈E>uD,U?>D〉 ≥ −‖E>uD‖F ‖U?>D‖F ≥ −‖Eu‖F ‖U?‖2‖D‖2F
> −0.2κ−1
√
λk
√
λ1‖D‖2F = −0.2λk‖D‖2F ,
〈D>Eu,U?>D〉 ≤ ‖D>Eu‖F ‖U?>D‖F ≤ ‖Eu‖F ‖U?‖2‖D‖2F
< 0.2κ−1
√
λk
√
λ1‖D‖2F = 0.2λk‖D‖2F .
Term 2: By plugging hess g(U)[D,D] = 〈(UD>+DU>)U+(UU>−X)D,D〉 and hess g(U?)[D,D] =
〈(U?D> + DU?>)U? + (U?U?> −X)D,D〉 into the second term, we obtain
|hess g(U)[D,D]− hess g(U?)[D,D]|
=|2〈UU> −U?U?>,DD>〉 − 〈U?E>u ,DD>〉+ 〈D>Eu,U?>D〉+ 〈U>U−U?>U?〉|
=|3〈U?>D,E>uD〉+ 2〈E>uD,E>uD〉+ 〈D>Eu,U?>D〉+ 2〈DE>u ,DU?>〉+ 〈DE>u ,DE>u 〉|
≤6‖U?‖2‖Eu‖F ‖D‖2F + 3‖Eu‖2F ‖D‖2F
<1.2λk‖D‖2F + 0.12κ−2λ‖D‖2F
≤1.32λk‖D‖2F ,
where the first inequality follows from the Triangle Inequality and the Matrix Ho¨lder Inequality [30], and
the last two inequalities follow from ‖U?‖2 =
√
λ1 and ‖Eu‖F < 0.2κ−1
√
λk with κ ≥ 1.
As a consequence, we have
hess g(U)[D,D] ≥ hess g(U?)[D,D]− | hess g(U)[D,D]− hess g(U?)[D,D]|
> 0.19λk‖D‖2F ,
which implies that
λmin(hess g(U)) > 0.19λk
holds for any U ∈ R1. Thus, we finish the proof of property (2).
C.3 Negative curvature in region R′2
For any U?s ∈ U?s , let U?s = WsΛ
1
2
s Q> be an SVD of U?s with Ws ∈ RN×k, Λs ∈ Rk×k and Q ∈ Ok.
According to the definition of U?s , Λs ∈ Rk×k contains any k non-zero eigenvalues of X except the largest k
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eigenvalues. Denote Λs = diag([λs1, · · · , λsk]) with λs1 ≥ · · · ≥ λsk > 0, we have λsk ≤ λk+1. Let qk denote
the k-th column of Q. w? ∈ RN is one column chosen from Wk satisfying w?>Ws = 0. Then, we show
that the function g(U) at U?s has directional negative curvature along the direction D = w
?q>k . Note that
D>U?s = qkw
?>U?s = 0,
U?s
>D = U?s
>w?q>k = 0,
which verifies that this direction D = w?q>k belongs to the horizontal space HU?sM at U?s. It can be seen
that
hess g(U?s)[D,D] = 〈(U?sD> + DU?s>)U?s + (U?sU?s> −X)D,D〉
= 〈U?s>U?s,D>D〉 − 〈W⊥s Λ⊥s W⊥s
>
,DD>〉
= 〈QΛsQ>, qkq>k 〉 − 〈W⊥s Λ⊥s W⊥s
>
,w?w?>〉
≤ λsk − λk ≤ −0.91λk = −0.91λk‖D‖2F ,
where W⊥s ∈ RN×(r−k) is a matrix that contains eigenvectors of X corresponding to eigenvalues in Λ⊥s , i.e.,
eigenvalues of X not contained in Λs. The first inequality follows since w
? is a column of both W⊥s and
Wk. The second inequality follows from λsk ≤ λk+1 ≤ 112λk. Therefore, we have
λmin(hess g(U
?
s)) ≤ −0.91λk.
Next, we show that the function g(U) has directional negative curvature for any U ∈ R′2 along the
direction
D = U−U?P? with P? = arg min
P∈Ok
‖U−U?P‖F .
For notational simplicity, we still denote U?P? as U?, i.e., D = U−U?. First, we need to verify that this
direction belongs to the horizontal space HUM at U. As is shown in [3, proof of Lemma 6], U>U? is a
symmetric PSD matrix. Then, we have
D>U = U>U−U?>U = U>U−U>U? = U>D,
which implies that D ∈ HUM.
Note that minimizing g(U) is equivalent to the following minimization problem
min
U∈RN×k∗
1
2
‖UU> −U?U?>‖2F − 〈UU>,W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>〉.
Define two functions g1(U) and g2(U) as
g1(U) ,
1
2
‖UU> −U?U?>‖2F − 〈UU>,W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>〉,
g2(U) , −〈UU>,W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>〉.
Then, we have
∇g2(U) = −2W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
U,
∇2g2(U)[D,D] = −2〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
,DD>〉.
Together with [3, Lemma 7], we get
2 hess g(U)[D,D] = 2∇2g(U)[D,D] = ∇2g1(U)[D,D]
=‖DD>‖2F−3‖UU>−U?U?>‖2F +4〈∇g1(U),D〉+∇2g2(U)[D,D]−4〈∇g2(U),D〉,
(C.7)
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where the first equality follows from 〈UΩ,D〉 = 0, similar to Appendix C.3.
Note that the first two terms in (C.7) can be bounded with
‖DD>‖2F − 3‖UU> −U?U?>‖2F
≤− ‖UU> −U?U?>‖2F
≤− 2(
√
2− 1)λk‖D‖2F
≤− 0.82λk‖D‖2F
(C.8)
by using Lemma 6 in [3].
Note that
‖D‖F = ‖U−U?‖F ≥ ‖diag([σ1(U)−
√
λ1, · · ·, σk(U)−
√
λk])‖F ≥ σk(U)−
√
λk >
1
2
√
λk,
where the first inequality follows from [25, Theorem 5], and the last inequality follows from σk(U) <
1
2
√
λk.
Then, the third term in (C.7) can be bounded with
〈∇g1(U),D〉 ≤‖∇g1(U)‖F ‖D‖F = 2‖ grad g(U)‖F ‖D‖F
<
1
40
λ
3
2
k ‖D‖F =
1
20
λk‖D‖F 1
2
√
λk <
1
20
λk‖D‖2F .
(C.9)
Next, we bound the last two terms in (C.7) with
∇2g2(U)[D,D]− 4〈∇g2(U),D〉
=− 2〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
,DD>〉+ 8〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
U,D〉
=8〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k>U,U−U?〉 − 2〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k>,UU>−U?U>−UU?>+U?U?>〉
¬
=6〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
,UU>〉 = 6〈Λ⊥k ,W⊥k
>
UU>W⊥k 〉
­≤6λk+1‖W⊥k
>
U‖2F ®= 6λk+1‖W⊥k
>
(U−U?)‖2F
≤1
2
λk‖D‖2F ,
(C.10)
where ¬ and ® follow from W⊥k
>
U? = 0, and ­ follows from [4, Lemma 7].
By plugging inequalities (C.8), (C.9) and (C.10) into (C.7), we obtain
hess g(U)[D,D] <− 0.41λk‖D‖2F + 0.1λk‖D‖2F + 0.25λk‖D‖2F = −0.06λk‖D‖2F ,
which implies that
λmin(hess g(U)) < −0.06λk
holds for all U ∈ R′2, and we finish the proof of property (3).
C.4 Large gradient in regions R′′2, R′3 and R′′3
It is easy to see that the first inequality in property (4) is true due to the definition of R′′2 . In this section,
we mainly focus on showing the gradient is large in regions R′3 and R′′3 .
C.4.1 Large gradient in region R′3
To show ‖ grad g(U)‖F is large for any U ∈ R′3, we rewrite U as
U = WkΛ˜
1
2
u Q˜
>
u + E˜u, (C.11)
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where Wk ∈ RN×k contains the k eigenvectors of X associated with the k largest eigenvalues of X, Λ˜u ∈ Rk×k
is a diagonal matrix, Q˜u ∈ Ok is an orthogonal matrix, and E˜>uWk = 0. Note that WkΛ˜
1
2
u Q˜
>
u can be viewed
as a compact SVD form of the projection of U onto the column space of Wk. Plugging (C.11) and (C.1)
into ‖ grad g(U)‖2F gives
‖ grad g(U)‖2F = ‖(UU> −X)U‖2F
=‖WkΛ˜
1
2
u(Λ˜u−Λk)Q˜>u+WkΛ˜
1
2
uQ˜
>
uE˜
>
uE˜u+E˜uQ˜uΛ˜uQ˜
>
u+E˜uE˜
>
uE˜u−W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k>E˜u‖2F
=‖E˜uQΛ˜uQ˜>u+E˜uE˜>uE˜u−W⊥kΛ⊥kW⊥k>E˜u‖2F +‖WkΛ˜
1
2
u(Λ˜u−Λk)Q˜>u+WkΛ˜
1
2
uQ˜
>
uE˜
>
uE˜u‖2F ,
(C.12)
where the last equality follows from E˜>uWk = 0. Next, we show at least one of the above two terms is large
for any U ∈ R′3 by considering the following two cases.
Case 1: ‖E˜u‖F ≥ 0.1κ−1
√
λk. The square root of the first term in (C.12) can be bounded with
‖E˜uQ˜uΛ˜uQ˜>u + E˜uE˜>u E˜u −W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
E˜u‖F
≥‖E˜u(Q˜uΛ˜uQ˜>u + E˜>u E˜u)‖F − ‖W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
E˜u‖F
¬≥σk(U>U)‖E˜u‖F − λk+1‖E˜u‖F
­≥1
6
λk‖E˜u‖F ≥ 1
60
κ−1λ
3
2
k
(C.13)
where ¬ follows from U>U = Q˜uΛ˜uQ˜>u + E˜
>
u E˜u and [4, Corollary 2], and ­ follows from σk(U) ≥ 12
√
λk
and the assumption λk+1 ≤ 112λk.
Case 2: ‖E˜u‖F ≤ 0.1κ−1
√
λk. Denote λ˜ui as the i-th diagonal entry of Λ˜u with λ˜u1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ˜uk, i.e.,√
λ˜ui is the i-th singular value of WkΛ˜
1
2
u Q˜
>
u . By using Weyl’s inequality for the perturbation of singular
values [31] and (C.11), we get
σk(U)−
√
λ˜uk ≤ ‖E˜u‖2 ≤ ‖E˜u‖F ,
which further gives √
λ˜uk ≥ σk(U)− ‖E˜u‖F ≥ (0.5− 0.1κ−1)
√
λk.
To bound the second term in (C.12), we still need a lower bound on ‖Λ˜u − Λk‖F . Recall that Q ∈ Ok
contains the right singular vectors of U?. According to the definition of R′3, we have
0.2κ−1
√
λk ≤ min
P∈Ok
‖U−U?P‖F ≤ ‖U−U?QQ˜>u ‖F
=‖WkΛ˜
1
2
u Q˜
>
u + E˜u −WkΛ
1
2
k Q˜
>
u ‖F ≤ ‖Wk(Λ˜
1
2
u −Λ
1
2
k )Q˜
>
u ‖F + ‖E˜u‖F
=‖Λ˜
1
2
u −Λ
1
2
k ‖F + ‖E˜u‖F ,
which implies
‖Λ˜
1
2
u −Λ
1
2
k ‖F ≥ 0.2κ−1
√
λk − 0.1κ−1
√
λk = 0.1κ
−1√λk.
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Then, we can bound ‖Λ˜u −Λk‖F with
‖Λ˜u −Λk‖F =
√√√√ k∑
i=1
(λ˜ui − λi)2 =
√√√√ k∑
i=1
(
√
λ˜ui −
√
λi)2(
√
λ˜ui +
√
λi)2
≥(
√
λ˜uk +
√
λk)
√√√√ k∑
i=1
(
√
λ˜ui −
√
λi)2
≥(1.5− 0.1κ−1)
√
λk‖Λ˜
1
2
u −Λ
1
2
k ‖F
≥0.1κ−1(1.5− 0.1κ−1)λk.
Now, we are ready to bound the square root of the second term in (C.12). In particular, we have
‖WkΛ˜
1
2
u (Λ˜u −Λk)Q˜>u + WkΛ˜
1
2
u Q˜
>
u E˜
>
u E˜u‖F
¬
=‖Λ˜
1
2
u [(Λ˜u −Λk)Q˜>u + Q˜>u E˜>u E˜u]‖F
­≥
√
λ˜uk‖(Λ˜u −Λk)Q˜>u + Q˜>u E˜>u E˜u‖F
≥
√
λ˜uk(‖Λ˜u −Λk‖F − ‖E˜u‖2F )
≥(0.5− 0.1κ−1)
√
λk(0.1κ
−1(1.5− 0.1κ−1)λk − 0.01κ−2λk)
=(0.5− 0.1κ−1)(0.15κ−1 − 0.02κ−2)λ 32k ,
(C.14)
where ¬ follows from W>k Wk = Ik, and ­ follows from [4, Corollary 2].
Note that
(0.5− 0.1κ−1)(0.15κ−1 − 0.02κ−2) ≥ 1
60
κ−1
always holds for κ ≥ 1. By combining (C.12), (C.13) and (C.14), we get
‖ grad g(U)‖F ≥ 1
60
κ−1λ
3
2
k .
Thus, we finish the proof of second inequality in property (4).
C.4.2 Large gradient in region R′′3
For any U ∈ RN×k∗ , denote {σi}ki=1 as its singular values. Then, by using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we
have
‖U‖2F =
k∑
i=1
σ2i ≤
√
k
√√√√ k∑
i=1
σ4i =
√
k‖UU>‖F . (C.15)
On one hand, we have
〈grad g(U),U〉 ≤ ‖ grad g(U)‖F ‖U‖F ≤ k 14 ‖ grad g(U)‖F ‖UU>‖
1
2
F . (C.16)
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On the other hand, we have
〈grad g(U),U〉 =〈(UU> −X)U,U〉
=〈UU> −U?U?>,UU>〉 − 〈W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
,UU>〉
¬≥‖UU>‖2F − ‖U?U?>‖F ‖UU>‖F − ‖W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>‖2‖UU>‖∗
­≥1
8
‖UU>‖2F − λk+1
√
k‖UU>‖F ,
®≥1
7
‖UU>‖F ‖U?U?>‖F − 1
12
λk
√
k‖UU>‖F
≥1
7
√
kλk‖UU>‖F − 1
12
√
kλk‖UU>‖F
=
5
84
√
kλk‖UU>‖F
(C.17)
where ¬ follows from the Matrix Ho¨lder Inequality [30], and ­ and ® follow from ‖U?U?>‖F ≤ 78‖UU>‖F
and λk+1 ≤ 112λk. Combining (C.16) and (C.17), we get
‖ grad g(U)‖F ≥ 5
84
k
1
4λk‖UU>‖
1
2
F ≥
5
84
k
1
4λk‖U?U?>‖
1
2
F ≥
5
84
k
1
4λk‖U?‖2 ≥ 5
84
k
1
4λ
3
2
k ,
where the second to last inequality follows from ‖U?U?>‖F ≥ ‖U?‖22. Thus, we finish the proof of the third
inequality in property (4).
D Proof of Lemma 3.2
We present the Riemannian gradient and Hessian of the empirical risk and population risk on the quotient
manifold M as follows
grad f(U) = PU(∇f(U)) = A∗A(UU> −X)U
hess f(U)[D,D] = 〈PU(∇2f(U)[D]),D〉 = ∇2f(U)[D,D]− 〈UΩ,D〉 = ∇2f(U)[D,D]
for any D ∈ HUM. Here, 〈UΩ,D〉 = 〈Ω,U>D〉 = 0 follows from the fact that Ω is a skew-symmetric
matrix and D>U = U>D.
Since the linear operator A satisfies the RIP condition (3.5) for any matrix Z ∈ RN×N with rank at most
r + k, we have
‖A∗A(Z)− Z‖F ≤ δr+k‖Z‖F . (D.1)
To set the radius of the ball B(l) = {U ∈ RN×k∗ : ‖UU>‖F ≤ l}, we first bound ‖ grad f(U)‖F in R′′3 . On
one hand, we have
〈grad f(U),U〉 ≤ ‖ grad f(U)‖F ‖U‖F ≤ k 14 ‖ grad f(U)‖F ‖UU>‖
1
2
F ,
22
which follows from the Matrix Ho¨lder Inequality [30] and (C.15). On the other hand, we have
〈grad f(U),U〉
=‖A(UU>)‖22 − 〈A(U?U?>),A(UU>)〉 − 〈A(W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
),A(UU>)〉
¬≥‖A(UU>)‖22−‖A(U?U?>)‖2‖A(UU>)‖2−‖A(W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
)‖2‖A(UU>)‖2
­≥(1−δr+k)‖UU>‖2F−(1+δr+k)‖U?U?>‖F ‖UU>‖F−(1+δr+k)‖W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>‖F ‖UU>‖F
®≥1
7
(1− 15δr+k)‖U?U?>‖F ‖UU>‖F − (1 + δr+k)‖W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>‖F ‖UU>‖F
¯≥( 5
84
− 15
7
δr+k)
√
kλk‖UU>‖F .
Here, ¬ follows from the Ho¨lder’s Inequality. ­ follows from the RIP condition in (3.5), rank(UU>) =
rank(U?U?>) = k ≤ r + k and rank(W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>
) = r − k ≤ k ≤ r + k. ® follows from ‖UU>‖F ≥
8
7‖U?U?>‖F . ¯ follows from ‖U?U?>‖F = ‖Λk‖F =
√∑k
i=1 λ
2
i ≥
√
kλk and ‖W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>‖F ≤√
k‖W⊥k Λ⊥k W⊥k
>‖2 =
√
kλk+1 ≤ 112
√
kλk. It follows that
‖ grad f(U)‖F ≥ k− 14 ‖UU>‖−
1
2
F 〈grad f(U),U〉
≥ ( 5
84
− 15
7
δr+k)k
1
4λk‖UU>‖
1
2
F
≥ ( 5
84
− 15
7
δr+k)k
1
4λk‖U?U?>‖
1
2
F
≥ ( 5
84
− 15
7
δr+k)k
1
4λk‖U?‖2
≥ ( 5
84
− 15
7
δr+k)k
1
4λ
3
2
k .
Then, we can conclude that ‖ grad f(U)‖F ≥ ( 584 − 157 δr+k)k
1
4λ
3
2
k holds when ‖UU>‖F ≥ 87‖U?U?>‖F .
Therefore, we can set the radius of B(l) = {U ∈ RN×k∗ : ‖UU>‖F ≤ l} as
l =
8
7
‖U?U?>‖F .
Inside the ball B(l), we then have
‖ grad f(U)− grad g(U)‖F = ‖[A∗A(UU> −X)− (UU> −X)]U‖F
≤ ‖A∗A(UU> −X)− (UU> −X)‖F ‖U‖F
≤ δr+k‖UU> −X‖F k 14
√
l
≤ δr+k(l + ‖X‖F )k 14
√
l,
which implies that
‖ grad f(U)− grad g(U)‖F ≤ 
2
if δr+k ≤ 
2(l+‖X‖F )k
1
4
√
l
. As a result, if the linear operator A satisfies the RIP condition (3.5) with
δr+k ≤ min
 min{1/80, 1/60κ−1}λ
3
2
k
2
√
8
7k
1
4 ( 87‖U?U?>‖F + ‖X‖F )‖U?U?>‖
1
2
F
,
1
36
 ,
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the Assumption 2.2 is verified. Here, the term 136 comes from the requirement that
15
7 δr+k <
5
84 .
To verify Assumption 2.3, it is enough to show that
|hess f(U)[D,D]− hess g(U)[D,D]| ≤ η
2
holds for any D ∈ HUM and ‖D‖F = 1. Note that
|hess f(U)[D,D]− hess g(U)[D,D]|
=
∣∣∣∣12‖A(UD>+DU>)‖22− 12‖UD>+DU>‖2F +〈A∗A(UU>−X),DD>〉−〈UU>−X,DD>〉
∣∣∣∣
≤1
2
∣∣‖A(UD> + DU>)‖22 − ‖UD> + DU>‖2F ∣∣+ ∣∣〈A∗A(UU> −X)− (UU> −X),DD>〉∣∣
≤2δr+k
√
kl + δr+k(l + ‖X‖F ) = δr+k(2
√
kl + l + ‖X‖F ),
where the last inequality follows from∣∣‖A(UD> + DU>)‖22 − ‖UD> + DU>‖2F ∣∣
≤δr+k‖UD> + DU>‖2F ≤ 4δr+k‖U‖2F ≤ 4δr+k
√
k‖UU>‖F ≤ 4δr+k
√
kl
and ∣∣〈A∗A(UU> −X)− (UU> −X),DD>〉∣∣
≤‖A∗A(UU> −X)− (UU> −X)‖F ‖DD>‖F
≤δr+k(l + ‖X‖F )
by using the assumption that the linear operator A satisfies the RIP condition (3.5) and the fact that
UD> + DU> has rank at most 2k with 2k ≤ r + k. Therefore, we can now conclude that Assumption 2.3
is verified as long as the linear operator A satisfies the RIP condition (3.5) with
δr+k ≤ 0.06λk
2( 167
√
k‖U?U?>‖F + 87‖U?U?>‖F + ‖X‖F )
.
E Proof of Lemma 3.3
We first consider the critical point x = 0 and its neighborhood R1. Note that
∇2g(0) = −4x?x?> − 2‖x?‖22IN ,
whose minimal eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector are given as
λmin(∇2g(0)) = −6‖x?‖22 < 0,
vmin(0) =
x?
‖x?‖2 .
Therefore, x = 0 is a strict saddle point. For any x ∈ R1, we have ‖x‖2 < 12‖x?‖2. Denote vmin(x) as the
eigenvector of ∇2g(x) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue λmin(∇2g(x)). It follows that
λmin(∇2g(x)) = vmin(x)>∇2g(x)vmin(x) ≤ vmin(0)>∇2g(x)vmin(0)
¬
= 12
1
‖x?‖22
(x>x?)2 + 6‖x‖22 − 6‖x?‖22
­≤ 18‖x‖22 − 6‖x?‖22
®
< −3
2
‖x?‖22,
24
where ¬ follows by plugging vmin(0) =
x?
‖x?‖2 and ∇2g(x) = 12xx> − 4x?x?
> + 6‖x‖22IN − 2‖x?‖22IN . ­
follows Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. ® follows from ‖x‖2 < 12‖x?‖2.
Next, we consider the critical point x = x? and its neighborhood. The argument for another critical
point x = −x? is similar so we omit the proof here. Note that
∇2g(x?) = 8x?x?> + 4‖x?‖22IN ,
whose minimal eigenvalue is
λmin(∇2g(x?)) = 4‖x?‖22 > 0
with the corresponding eigenvector satisfying vmin(x
?)>x? = 0. Therefore, x = x? is a local minimum of
g(x). Moreover, g(x?) = 0 = minx g(x) further implies that x = x
? is a global minimum. For any x ∈ R2,
we have ‖x− x?‖2 < 110‖x?‖2. Denote vmin(x) as the eigenvector of ∇2g(x) corresponding to the smallest
eigenvalue λmin(∇2g(x)). It follows that
λmin(∇2g(x)) = vmin(x)>∇2g(x)vmin(x)
=vmin(x)
>∇2g(x?)vmin(x)−
(
vmin(x)
>∇2g(x?)vmin(x)− vmin(x)>∇2g(x)vmin(x)
)
≥vmin(x)>∇2g(x?)vmin(x)−
∣∣vmin(x)> (∇2g(x)−∇2g(x?))vmin(x)∣∣ .
Then, we bound the two terms on the right hand side in sequence. For the first term, we have
vmin(x)
>∇2g(x?)vmin(x) = 8(x?>vmin(x))2 + 4‖x?‖22 ≥ 4‖x?‖22.
Define e = x− x?. For the second term, we have∣∣vmin(x)> (∇2g(x)−∇2g(x?))vmin(x)∣∣
=
∣∣24vmin(x)>x?e>vmin(x) + 12(e>vmin(x))2 + 12e>x? + 6‖e‖22∣∣
≤36‖x?‖2‖e‖2 + 18‖e‖22
<3.78‖x?‖22,
where the last two inequalities follow from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and ‖e‖2 < 110‖x?‖2. Therefore,
we have
λmin(∇2g(x)) > 4‖x?‖22 − 3.78‖x?‖22 = 0.22‖x?‖22.
Then, we consider the critical points x = 1√
3
‖x?‖2w, with w>x? = 0, ‖w‖2 = 1 and its neighborhood
R3. The argument for the other critical point x = − 1√3‖x?‖2w is similar so we omit the proof here. Note
that
∇2g( 1√
3
‖x?‖2w) = 4‖x?‖22ww> − 4x?x?>,
whose minimal eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector are given as
λmin(∇2g( 1√
3
‖x?‖2w)) = −4‖x?‖22 < 0,
vmin(0) =
x?
‖x?‖2 .
Therefore, x = 1√
3
‖x?‖2w with w>x? = 0, ‖w‖2 = 1 are strict saddle points. For any x ∈ R3, we have
‖x − 1√
3
‖x?‖2w‖2 < 15‖x?‖2. Denote vmin(x) as the eigenvector of ∇2g(x) corresponding to the smallest
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eigenvalue λmin(∇2g(x)). It follows that
λmin(∇2g(x)) = vmin(x)>∇2g(x)vmin(x) ≤ vmin(0)>∇2g(x)vmin(0)
¬
= 12
1
‖x?‖22
(x>x?)2 + 6‖x‖22 − 6‖x?‖22
­≤ 18‖x‖22 − 6‖x?‖22
= 18
∥∥∥∥x− 1√3‖x?‖2w + 1√3‖x?‖2w
∥∥∥∥2
2
− 6‖x?‖22
≤ 18
∥∥∥∥x− 1√3‖x?‖2w
∥∥∥∥2
2
+
1
3
‖x?‖22 +
36√
3
∥∥∥∥x− 1√3‖x?‖2w
∥∥∥∥
2
‖x?‖2 − 6‖x?‖22
®
< −0.78‖x?‖22,
where ¬ follows by plugging vmin(0) =
x?
‖x?‖2 and ∇2g(x) = 12xx> − 4x?x?
> + 6‖x‖22IN − 2‖x?‖22IN . ­
follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. ® follows from ‖x− 1√
3
‖x?‖2w‖2 < 15‖x?‖2.
Finally, we show that the gradient ∇g(x) has a sufficiently large norm when x ∈ R4. Let x = αx? +
β‖x?‖2w with α, β ∈ R, w>x? = 0, and ‖w‖2 = 1. Then, ‖x‖2 ≥ 12‖x?‖2, minγ∈{−1,1} ‖x − γx?‖2 ≥
1
10‖x?‖2 and minγ∈{1,−1}
∥∥∥x− γ 1√
3
‖x?‖2w
∥∥∥
2
≥ 15‖x?‖2 are equivalent to
α2 + β2 ≥ 14 ,
minγ∈{−1,1}(α− γ)2 + β2 ≥ 1100 ,
minγ∈{−1,1} α2 +
(
β − 1√
3
γ
)2
≥ 125 .
Note that
‖∇g(x)‖22 =
∥∥∥6‖x‖22x− 2‖x?‖22x− 4(x?>x)x?∥∥∥2
2
= 4
(
9α2(α2 + β2 − 1)2 + β2(3α2 + 3β2 − 1)2) ‖x?‖62
≥ 0.1571‖x?‖62.
Then, we have
‖∇g(x)‖2 ≥ 0.3963‖x?‖32.
F Proof of Lemma 3.4
The gradient and Hessian of the empirical risk (1.1) are given as
∇f(x) = 2
M
M∑
m=1
(am〈am,x〉3 − am〈am,x〉〈am,x?〉2),
∇2f(x) = 2
M
M∑
m=1
(3ama
>
m〈am,x〉2 − ama>m〈am,x?〉2).
Observe that
‖∇f(x)−∇g(x)‖2
=2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
am〈am,x〉3−3‖x‖22x−
1
M
M∑
m=1
am〈am,x〉〈am,x?〉2 + ‖x?‖22x+ 2(x?>x)x?
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
am〈am,x〉3−3‖x‖22x
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
am〈am,x〉〈am,x?〉2−‖x?‖22x−2(x?>x)x?
∥∥∥∥∥
2
.
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To bound the above two terms, we need the following lemma, which is a direct result from [32, Claim 5] by
setting A = IN and k = d = N .
Lemma F.1. Suppose am ∈ RN is a Gaussian random vector with entries satisfying N (0, 1). Denote
a⊗4m = am ⊗ am ⊗ am ⊗ am ∈ RN×N×N×N as a fourth order tensor. Then, we have∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
(
a⊗4m − Ea⊗4m
)∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ O˜
(
N2
M
+
√
N
M
)
, h(N,M)
holds with probability at least 1− e−CN log(M).
For the first term, we have
2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
am〈am,x〉3 − 3‖x‖22x
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
(
a⊗4m − Ea⊗4m
)×1 x×2 x×3 x
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
(
a⊗4m − Ea⊗4m
)∥∥∥∥∥
2
‖x‖32
≤2h(N,M)l3,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma F.1 and ‖x‖2 ≤ l.
For the second term, we have
2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
am〈am,x〉〈am,x?〉2 − ‖x?‖22x− 2(x?>x)x?
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
(
a⊗4m − Ea⊗4m
)×1 x×2 x? ×3 x?
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
(
a⊗4m − Ea⊗4m
)∥∥∥∥∥
2
‖x‖2‖x?‖22
≤2h(N,M)l‖x?‖22,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma F.1 and ‖x‖2 ≤ l.
Therefore, we have that
‖∇f(x)−∇g(x)‖2 ≤ 2h(N,M)l(l2 + ‖x?‖22) ≤

2
holds with probability at least 1− e−CN log(M) if
h(N,M) ≤ 
4l(l2 + ‖x?‖22)
. (F.1)
As is stated in Lemma 3.3, we have shown that ‖∇g(x)‖2 ≥  in R4. Set the radius of the ball BN (l) ,
{x ∈ RN : ‖x‖2 ≤ l} as l = 1.1‖x?‖2. It can be seen that the region outside the ball BN (l) is a subset of
R4. Thus, we still have ‖∇g(x)‖2 ≥  when x /∈ BN (l). Then, for any x /∈ BN (l), we have that
‖∇f(x)‖2 = ‖∇g(x) + (∇f(x)−∇g(x))‖2
≥ ‖∇g(x)‖2 − ‖∇f(x)−∇g(x)‖2 ≥ 
2
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holds with probability at least 1 − e−CN log(M). Here, we have used ‖∇f(x) − ∇g(x)‖2 ≤ 2 with high
probability and ‖∇g(x)‖2 ≥ .
Since f(x) has a large gradient when x /∈ BN (l) with l = 1.1‖x?‖2, we only need to consider the geometry
of f(x) with x ∈ BN (l). Then, by plugging l = 1.1‖x?‖2 and  = 0.3963‖x?‖32 into (F.1), we get
h(N,M) ≤ 0.0407.
Similarly, we can show that
‖∇2f(x)−∇2g(x)‖2
≤6
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
(
a⊗4m − Ea⊗4m
)×1 x×2 x
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+ 2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
(
a⊗4m − Ea⊗4m
)×1 x? ×2 x?
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤6
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
(
a⊗4m − Ea⊗4m
)∥∥∥∥∥
2
‖x‖22 + 2
∥∥∥∥∥ 1M
M∑
m=1
(
a⊗4m − Ea⊗4m
)∥∥∥∥∥
2
‖x?‖22
≤2h(N,M)(3l2 + ‖x?‖22) ≤
η
2
holds with probability at least 1− e−CN log(M) if
h(N,M) ≤ η
4(3l2 + ‖x?‖22)
. (F.2)
Plugging l = 1.1‖x?‖2 and η = 0.22‖x?‖22 into (F.2), we get
h(N,M) ≤ 0.0118.
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